
Conducting a Health & Safety 

Walkthrough / Inspection

Covid-19



A HEALTHY AND SAFE WORKPLACE

Public Employees have the right to a workplace free from 

hazards pursuant to New Jersey Law (PEOSH)

Health and safety, like wages and hours are mandatory terms 

and conditions of employment

A union has legal right to conduct a health & safety 

walkthrough / inspection to gather information and determine 

whether the employer is adhering to negotiated standards, 

policies, and statutes.



HEALTH & SAFETY WALKTHROUGH

Investigate employee concerns

Demonstrate union power to our members and management

Document, document, document

Provide information to form the basis for grievances, litigation, 

communication with parents and organizing campaigns.



COVID-19 SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS

The New Jersey DOE, DOH and the CDC have created 

a patchwork of recommendations for a safe 

workplace

Theoretically, DOE and PEOSH enforce regulations

In reality, it is only through the union’s efforts to 
collect information and advocate will safer working 

conditions be achieved.



SAFE REOPENING OF SCHOOLS – TRUST, BUT VERIFY

Paterson schools are slated to reopen on May 3 for staff and 

students.

The District has promised to follow all applicable safety 

guidelines for PPE, social distancing, masks, ventilation, etc.

Do you trust the District?

How do we verify their assurance of a safe workplace?



COVID-19 HEALTH & SAFETY WALKTHROUGHS

52 Worksites

PEA is asking that delegates from each worksite conduct a 

walkthrough to determine if the District is meeting all 

applicable standards

Checklist to be reviewed and then inputted into a Google 

Form.

Major violations should be reported immediately to the PEA 

Worksite Health & Safety Committee



WHAT DO I NEED TO CONDUCT A WALKTHROUGH?

Tape Measure

Clipboard with paper or small notebook to jot down 

notes.

Smartphone with working camera and flashlight

Tape

Clothes and shoes that you do not mind getting dirty

The Chief Custodian



PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (PPE)

The District is required to provide cloth masks for all staff.

Depending on work assignment and medical accommodation staff may 

also need the following:

▪ Face shields

▪ Gloves

▪ Scrubs

▪ Partitions

Where is the PPE stored?

Will there be enough PPE for every staff member, especially masks?



SIGNAGE

Signs should be posted in visible locations to promote safe practices, 

i.e. mask wearing, hand washing, etc.

Are there physical guides, such as tape on floors or sidewalks and signs 

on walls, to ensure that staff and children remain at least 6 feet apart in 

lines and at other times?



CLEANING

Request a copy of the cleaning schedule and routine for the 

school

Request a copy of the daily cleaning log

Are high traffic areas receiving a deeper level of cleaning?

Check the MSDS for all cleaning chemicals to make sure that 

they are approved by both the EPA and District specifically for 

Covid-19.



HAND SANITIZERS

Are hand sanitizing stations present in the following locations?

▪ Classrooms

▪ Bathrooms

▪ Swipe machine

▪ Cafeteria

▪ Front Entrance

▪ Any other high traffic or frequently “touched” areas.
Are they in good working order?

What brand of sanitizer is being used?

Hand sanitizer must be at least 60% alcohol and FDA approved.



CLASSROOM LAYOUTS

classroom roster – How many students in each cohort?

Measure the room

Space seating/desks at least 6 feet apart

Do the math – will all the students fit if the desks are 6 feet apart?

Turn desks to face in the same direction (rather than facing each 

other), or have students sit on only one side of tables, spaced apart

Modify learning stations and activities as applicable so there are 

fewer students per group, placed at least 6 feet apart if possible.



VENTILATION

Over a century ago, fresh air was believed to ameliorate the spread of 

tuberculosis, influenza and other highly infectious diseases. 

plus ça change, plus c'est la même chose



VENTILATION – CLASSROOM WINDOWS

Do windows open with ease? How many?

How far do they open? – Measure!



VENTILATION - UNIVENTS

Does it work?

Maintenance Log – does it have a filter? When was the last time it was 

changed?

Weather permitting, the damper should be open to at or near 100%



VENTILATION - HVAC

CDC recommends MERV 13 or higher, but most 

Paterson HVAC’s cannot handle a filter that high.
Does the HVAC system have a filter

When was the last time it was changed?

What is the schedule for changing filters?

Will the HVAC system run at least 2 hours before and 

after the school day?



VENTILATION – A/C WINDOW UNITS

EPA does not recommend relying solely on AC 

window units for ventilation.

Does the AC unit have an outdoor air intake?

Does the AC unit have a filter that is MERV 13 or 

higher?

When was the last time the filter was changed?



AIR PURIFIERS

District has committed to furnish an air purifier in every 

workspace. 

Air purifiers are not a panacea and should be used in 

conjunction with other forms of ventilation, especially in an 

isolation room.



AIR PURIFIERS

Is there one present?

Is it plugged in and operational?

Does it have a filter installed and when will the filter 

be changed?

Square footage of the room versus capacity of the air 

purifier



ISOLATION ROOMS

Required by DOE to temporary house students/staff who exhibit Covid

symptoms. 

Isolation rooms must be supervised by a staff member if students are 

present

Note the location, square feet, layout etc. of the room

What ventilation is available?

Does the door have a window? Are there other type of physical 

barriers, such as plexiglass shields or partitions?

Where will the staff member be stationed?

What PPE will be available?



REFERENCES

Operating schools during COVID-19: CDC's Considerations 

(March 1, 2021) - https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-

ncov/community/schools-childcare/schools.html

Disinfectants for Covid-19 - https://www.epa.gov/pesticide-

registration/list-n-disinfectants-coronavirus-covid-19

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/schools-childcare/schools.html
https://www.epa.gov/pesticide-registration/list-n-disinfectants-coronavirus-covid-19

